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“HOW CAN I DRIVE TRAFFIC TO MY
WEBSITE WHILE STILL SHARING LINKS
AND RESOURCES ON MY INSTAGRAM?”

It's easier than you think!
We hear this question all the time. There
are so many options for you to choose
from that it can get overwhelming.

We are here to help!

We'll walk you through 2 of our favorite
options - the pros and cons, the good and
bad, the ups and downs of both.

Don't worry, it's really not hard. And we've
got your back.

Do
it
Yourself

WANT TO CREATE YOUR OWN "LINK IN BIO"
PAGE ON YOUR WEBSITE?
This is a great way to drive traffic to your website even if you want to link to external resources from your
Instagram feed. You can create a Landing Page on your
website (hidden from your Navigation Bar) that you can
link to in your Instagram Bio that will contain your "Link
in Bio" links.
All your traffic from your Instagram

PRO

Bio will drive directly to your website
- which will increase your SEO..

You can design your "Link in Bio"

PRO

page to be as custom and branded as
you want.

PRO

It is FREE, flexible and you can
include as many links as you want.

You have the opportunity to

PRO

capture the attention of potential
clients with your website.

It takes a little more time to design

CON

and set up and requires a few more
steps to maintain.

how to

CREATE
Create

LINK IN BIO
page for your website

1

DESIGN

Add a new page to your website and design it to fit
your brand. Be sure to keep it clean and simple so
any links you add will be easy to find. Make sure you
hide the page from your Navigation Bar and MOST
IMPORTANTLY - be sure you design it so it is mobile
responsive and looks great on mobile phones - after
all that is where people will be viewing from.

2

ADD

LINKS

Add links from your Instagram posts. Be sure to
keep the links clean and easy to read and leave
room to add additional links as you post more. Of
course make sure you optimize your Keywords for
SEO and make sure the links are clear and easy to
read from your mobile phone.

3

ADD

TO

BIO

Once your site is published, make a note of the
page URL and add it to your Instagram bio. And
Voila, you are all set.
Be sure to update with any new links that you
share on Instagram.

Sign up
for a
Platform

DON'T HAVE TIME TO DESIGN YOUR OWN PAGE?

There are many platforms that are designed to allow
you to link to multiple resources from your one "Link in
Bio" URL. These platforms make it easy to share your
favorite links and resources.

PRO

Most of the platforms are super
simple to set up and add links.

Most of the platforms have FREE

PRO

versions. There may be some limits,
but most are pretty solid.

Super easy to keep updated and

PRO

manage existing links by turning
them on and off.
Most of the platforms allow you to

PRO

view your analytics and see how
your links are performing.

You won't get a direct link to your

CON

website and you can't add addiitional
messaging to the page (beyond links)

OUR 2
FAVORITE
PLATFORMS
Here are two of our
favorite platforms for
adding a "Link in Bio"
to your Instagram.

LINKTR.EE

Some of our favorite things
about LINKTR.EE are:

Use it anywhere
Take your Linktree wherever
your audience is, to help them
to discover all your important
content.

Link to everywhere
Linktree is the launchpad to
your latest video, article,
recipe, tour, store, website,
social post - everywhere you
are online.

Easily managed
Creating a Linktree takes
seconds. Use the simple dragand-drop editor to effortlessly
manage your content.

Check it out.
FREE plans and PRO plans for

LINKTR.EE

only $6/month.

LINKIN.BIO

Some of our favorite things
about LINKIN.BIO are:

Get More Traffic from Instagram
Share more than one link in
your Instagram bio
Link individual posts to
specific articles, websites,
videos & more
Sell Your Products
Turn your followers into
customers with a shoppable,
mobile optimized landing
page
Connect your Shopify store to
tag products in posts
Measure ROI
Know exactly how much
traffic or sales each
Instagram post generated
Track clicks and pageviews
from Instagram posts
Measure your business goals

Check it out.

in Google Analytics with UTM
Tracking for Instagram

LINKIN.BIO

LET YOUR
INSTAGRAM WORK
FOR YOU
As an entrepreneur, you have a million
and five things to do on a daily basis.
Make sure that you are setting yourself
up for success by making sure every
possible lever is working as hard as you
do. Optimize your Instagram to easily
add value, drive traffic and build sales
by adding a strong Link in your Bio.

If you need help setting up your LINK in BIO
page or are in need of a brand or website refresh,
give us a shout. We would love to help you. We
are rooting for you and your business!

STAY CONNECTED
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